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The collection of Eastern files in the Archives of the Institute of National
Remembrance in Warsaw contains copies of documents regarding the fate of
Polish citizens in the astern territories of the Second Polish Republic and the
USSR in the years 1939–1956.

 

This collection comprises over 30 running meters of files (2,249 archival units) of paper
copies and nearly 700 archival units of digital copies obtained from various institutions,
including from the Separated State Archives of the Security Service of Ukraine, the Supreme
Prosecutor's Office of Ukraine in Kiev, the Lithuanian Special Archives in Vilnius, the Archives
of the Ministry of the Interior of Georgia, the National Archives of the Republic of Belarus or
the Russian State Military Archives in Moscow.

 

The Institute of National Remembrance’s archive also has documentation related to the
Soviet repression against Polish citizens from the years 1939–1956, collected by Jędrzej
Tucholski, a researcher of the Katyn Massacre and a longtime employee of the IPN, as well as
materials regarding the Katyn Massacre that the IPN received from the Polish Underground
Movement Study Trust in London.

 

The archival resources of the Institute of National Remembrance in Warsaw contain
documents produced by the Red Army, security offices and bodies of the USSR and former
Soviet republics - Belarus, Lithuania, Ukraine or Georgia. Among them there are many
extremely valuable and interesting documents, including lists of Polish citizens interned in
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Lithuania, including officers of the State Police and soldiers of the Border Protection Corps,
files of criminal investigation cases of Polish citizens (regarding, among others, members of
Polish independence organizations operating in the Eastern Borderlands of the Second Polish
Republic), reports by the People's Commissariat of Internal Affairs of the USSR, devoted to
the activities and liquidation of Polish underground organizations or quantitative lists of rail
transports exporting Polish prisoners of war from Kozelsk, Ostashkov and Starobelsk.

 

One of the most valuable acquisitions in recent years is the documentation and databases of
the research programme "Index of the Repressed" run by the KARTA Center in 1988–2013.
Pursuant to the agreement signed on 30 April 2013 between the Institute of National
Remembrance and the KARTA Center, the Institute
took over the conduct of this programme, dealing
with the personal documentation of the fate of Poles
and Polish citizens of other nationalities, repressed
by the Soviet authorities after 17 September 1939.
The archival resource of the Institute in Warsaw then
came to include originals of several thousand
personal surveys (describing the fate of over 50,000
people) collected during the implementation of the "Index of the Repressed" programme,
copies of documents obtained in the archives by the "Memorial" Association in Moscow (a
Russian non-governmental organization documenting and disseminating knowledge about
the victims of communist political repression), personal questionnaires collected during work
on the Books of the Dead prepared by the Siberian Association in Gliwice, as well as
numerous copies of name lists from the collections of the Eastern Archives operating at the
KARTA Center.

 

 

The idea of creating the "Index of the Repressed", a comprehensive computerized collection
of information about people repressed in the USSR, appeared in early 1988, a few weeks
after the Eastern Archives now one of the KARTA Center's agencies, began work. The main
goal was to collect and preserve various types of testimonies of people who were under
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Soviet occupation or in prisons, labour camps or exiles, i.e. accounts, diaries, letters,
photographs and souvenirs. Initially, the data was collected mainly in the form of personal
questionnaires, filled in by victims of Soviet repression or their families, as well as on the
basis of information contained in accounts and memories collected at the Eastern Archives.
With time, a decision was made to create an electronic database.

 

Computerized data from personal questionnaires, as well as from source materials from the
post-Soviet archives, obtained from the beginning of the 1990s through the "Memorial"
Association in Moscow, allowed the creation of the so-called internal database of the "Index of
the Repressed" programme. In addition to the personal questionnaires mentioned above, it
also computerizes name lists collected at the Eastern Archives, various types of lists and data
sets on the victimized, such as data from the file of personal files of Polish prisoners of war in
the USSR from the Collection of Files from Russian Archives stored in the Central Military
Archive, data from the database computer office of War Veterans and Victims of Oppression,
computer databases prepared by the "Memorial" Association in Moscow, data from
certificates issued to individual applicants by the archives of the former USSR thanks to
cooperation with the "Memorial" Association, censuses prepared in the USSR after 1943 by
the Union of Polish Patriots, stored in the Archives of New Files, data from the "Main Book of
the Orphanage" in Gostynin, which is a list of children and employees of Polish orphanages in
the USSR, repatriated in 1946.

https://indeksrepresjonowanych.pl/


 

Over 25 years, about 1,200,000 records have been entered into the database. After
systematizing the categories of Soviet repression, the goal of the programme was not just to
collect data, but to prepare, within selected categories of repression, possibly complete,
verified alphabetical lists of biographies of repressed people. The basis for the isolation and
verification of such groups, ranging from several to several thousand people, were as
complete Soviet sources as possible, which during verification work were compared with
Polish data - both collected by the "Index" and from Polish archives or institutions and
associations at home and abroad. Verified biographies containing basic personal data,

information on the form of repression in the USSR and reference numbers of archival sources

in which a given person appears were published by the KARTA Center within the  "Index of
the Repressed" publishing series.

 

In 1995, the first volume of the series was released – Executed in Katyn. Alphabetical list of

4410 Polish prisoners of war from Kozelsk shot in April-May 1940, according to Soviet, Polish

and German sources. By 2013, a total of 21 volumes in 29 volumes were published, including
the last volume, also regarding Polish prisoners of war from the Kozelsk camp - Killed in

Katyn. Alphabetical list of 4415 Polish prisoners of war from Kozelsk killed in April-May 1940,

according to Soviet, Polish and German sources (Warsaw 2013).  From September 2001,
verified data of repressed people, originating from volumes of printed publications and from
two unverified statements - the so-called Ukrainian list (prisoners shot on the basis of the
decision of the Soviet authorities of 5 March 1940) and the "List of cases conducted by the
NKVD bodies of Western Ukraine and Belarus" (list of arrested persons against whom an
investigation was initiated in the years 1939–1941) - are available in the database "Index of
the Repressed" online.

 

Later, the database also included biographies developed on the basis of reliable sources
collected in the programme's internal database, e.g. personal surveys, certificates regarding
specific persons obtained through the Association "Memorial" from the post-Soviet archives,
materials copied in the 1990s by the Military Archival Committee, documentation of the
Polish Red Cross Information and Tracing Office, questionnaires filled out by members of the



Siberian Union. Currently, the database "Index of the Repressed", available on the INR's
website at indeksrepresjonowanych.pl, has over 316 000 records, including victims of the
Katyn massacre from the camps in Kozelsk, Ostashkov and Starobelsk, prisoners of war
detained in other camps, people deported deep into the USSR in 1940–1941, interned at the
turn of 1944 and 1945, as well as prisoners of the labour camps near Vorkuta.
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